Agenda
CALS Curriculum Committee Meeting
Tuesday, March 2, 2010, Noon-1:30 p.m.
250 Agricultural Hall

Members: ___ Stier (Chair) ___ Bednarek ___ Bohnhoff ___ Pelegri
___ Grummer ___ Howell ___ Paustian ___ Kurtz ___ Scheufele

CALS Ex Officio: ___ Pfatteicher
CAS Ex Officio: ___ Gillian-Daniels

Student: ___ Verbeten

Approve February 9th meeting minutes. -- 5 min

ANNOUNCEMENTS – 5 min.
IRE Grant Deadline - Pfatteicher

NEW BUSINESS - 80 min.
Discussion/voting on CALS B.S. Degree Proposal
All-college meeting discussion